The capability to operate cloud-native applications can generate enormous business growth and value. But enterprise architects should be aware that cloud-native applications are vulnerable to vendor lock-in. We investigated cloud-native application design principles, public cloud service providers, and industrial cloud standards. All results indicate that most cloud service categories seem to foster vendor lock-in situations which might be especially problematic for enterprise architectures. This might sound disillusioning at first. However, we present a reference model for cloud-native applications that relies only on a small subset of well standardized IaaS services. The reference model can be used for codifying cloud technologies. It can guide technology identification, classification, adoption, research and development processes for cloudnative application and for vendor lock-in aware enterprise architecture engineering methodologies.
Introduction
Even for small companies, it is possible to generate enormous economical growth and business value by providing cloud-native services or applications. E.g., Instagram proofed successfully that it was able to generate exponential business growth and value in a very short amount of years. At the time of being bought by Facebook for 1 billion USD, Instagram had only a headcount of about 20 persons, was only two years old, but operated already a world wide accessible and scalable social network for image sharing (hosted by Amazon Web Services, AWS) without owning any data center or any noteworthy IT assets. On the other hand, if AWS had to shutdown their services at that time due to an insolvency or something alike, it is likely that Instagram had been carried away by such an event as well. The reader should consider, that it took years for Instagram's cloud engineers to transfer their services from the AWS cloud infrastructure completely into Facebook's data centers. And this transfer was accompanied by several noteworthy service outages.
Enterprise architects should be aware of such kind of vendor lock-in situations and should try to avoid them by design. According to Pahl et al. cloud computing must implement universal strategies regarding standards, interoperability and portability to reduce vendor lock-in situations. Open standards are of critical importance and need to be embedded into interoperability solutions [1] . However, standardization processes are slow. We found that 80% of provided public cloud services are not even considered in cloud standards like CIMI [2] or OCCI [3] , [4] . This might sound disillusioning. But it might be the key to handle vendor lockin pragmatically, if we simply accept this as a fact. At last it means, that there is a small part of standardized cloud computing. We propose to use this "isle of felicity" as the foundation of a portable cloud runtime environment. Satzger et al. developed already such a vision for a vendor lock-in free cloud. "A meta cloud [...] incorporates design time and runtime components. This meta cloud would abstract away from existing offerings technical incompatibilities, thus mitigating vendor lock-in. It [...] supports an applications initial deployment and runtime migration." [5] . They further postulated that "most of the basic technologies necessary to realize the meta cloud already exist, yet lack integration". Our presented ClouNS reference model is in accordance with this meta cloud concept but it is much more concrete than visionary. It integrates existing container solutions (like Docker), existing cloud infrastructure bridging environments (scalable and container based cloud runtime environments like Mesos/Marathon or Kubernetes), existing microservice architecture approaches and existing cloud-native application patterns into one integrated concept which considers vendor lock-in awareness in each conceptual layer. All these identified building blocks of cloud-native applications can be valuable components of cloud-based and vendor lock-in aware enterprise architectures.
Outline and research methodology
Our research methodology is shown in Figure 1 . We performed a systematic mapping study on cloud-native applications to get a better understanding what cloud-native applications (CNA) exactly are. Basic insights are summarized in Section 3. Because cloud-native applications are very Figure 1 . Research methodology vulnerable to vendor lock-in, we performed additionally a review on cloud standardization approaches. Section 4 summarizes how vendor lock-in emerges in cloud computing. Both reviewing steps have been accompanied by action research in concrete projects or by having cloudnative application engineering approaches by practitioners under research surveillance. Our resulting and proposed reference model ClouNS (cloud-native application stack) is presented in Section 5 and relies only on a small subset of standardized IaaS services to avoid vendor lock-in. We evaluated this reference model in Section 6 using a concrete project from our action research activities and show that the presented ClouNS reference model covers more aspects of cloud-native applications than any other current cloud standard.
Cloud-native applications
It is common sense that cloud-native applications are developed intentionally for the cloud. However, there is no common definition that explains what that exactly means. Our literature review 1 on cloud-native applications turned out, that there is a common but unconscious understanding across all analyzed papers. Cloud-native applications (CNA) should be build according to corresponding CNA principles (operated on automation platforms providing softwarization of infrastructure and network, having migration and interoperability aspects in mind). These principles enable to build CNA architectures with specific and desirable CNA properties (horizontal scalablity, elasticity, resiliency, isolated states, to name some of the most mentioned properties). Accompanying CNA methodologies are often pattern based. The following insights are the most valuables from authors' point of view. 1 . Currently prepared for a separate publication. Fehling et al. propose that a cloud-native application should be IDEAL. It should have an isolated state, is distributed in its nature, is elastic in a horizontal scaling way, operated via an automated management system and its components should be loosely coupled [6] . According to Stine there are common motivations for cloud-native application architectures [7] like to deliver software-based solutions more quickly (speed), in a more fault isolating, fault tolerating, and automatic recovering way (safety), to enable horizontal (instead of vertical) application scaling (scale), and finally to handle a huge diversity of (mobile) platforms and legacy systems (client diversity).
These common motivations are adressed by several application architecture and infrastructure approaches [8] :
Microservices represent the decomposition of monolithic (business) systems into independently deployable services that do "one thing well" [9] , [10] . The main mode of interaction between services in a cloud-native application architecture is via published and versioned APIs (APIbased collaboration). These APIs often follow the HTTP REST-style with JSON serialization, but other protocols and serialization formats can be used as well. Single deployment units of the architecture are designed and interconnected according to a collection of cloud-focused patterns like the twelve-factor app collection [11] , the circuit breaker pattern [12] or cloud computing patterns [6] . And finally, selfservice agile infrastructure platforms are used to deploy and operate these microservices via self-contained deployment units (containers). These platforms provide additional operational capabilities on top of IaaS infrastructures like automated and on-demand scaling of application instances, application health management, dynamic routing and load balancing as well ass aggregation of logs and metrics.
These aspects lead us to the following definition:
A cloud-native application is a distributed, elastic and horizontal scalable system composed of (micro)services which isolates state in a minimum of stateful components. The application and each self-contained deployment unit of that application is designed according to cloud-focused design patterns and operated on a selfservice elastic platform.
Approaches dealing with vendor lock-in
Vendor lock-in is defined to make a customer dependent on a vendor for products and services, unable to use another vendor without substantial switching costs [13] , [14] . This section will explain how vendor lock-in emerges and how it is typically addressed looking at relevant cloud computing use cases identified by [15] . Vendor lock-in in cloud computing. A commodity describes a class of demanded goods (in case of IaaS computing, storage and networking services) without substantial qualitative differentiation. The market treats instances of the goods as (nearly) equivalent. Or more simple: a virtual server provided by Google Compute Engine (GCE) can easily being replaced by a server provided by Amazon Web Services (AWS, i.e. system portability in NIST terms), as described in use case CCUC 3 [15] and one can even find very similar instances regarding resources and performance [16] . Therefore, IaaS provides a commodity service. On the other hand, switching from one SaaS service provider to another one (CCUC 1, [15] ) or changing the middleware (PaaS, CCUC 2) is in most cases not as easy as buying coffee from a different supplier. While CCUC 1 is about finding a different provider with the same SaaS offering (e.g., hosted SharePoint) and migrating configuration and data (data portability in NIST terms), this paper concentrates on CCUC 2 and the respective tasks of application architects to build their cloud-native application on services of one provider, that are easily replacable by equivalent services of other providers (application portability in NIST terms [15] ). The core components of these distributed systems like virtualized server instances and basic networking and storage can be deployed using commodity services. However, further services needed to integrate these virtualized resources in an elastic and scalable manner are often not considered in standards. Services like load balancing, auto scaling or message queuing systems are needed to design an elastic and scalable cloud-native system on any cloud service infrastructure. But especially these services are not considered consequently by current cloud standards (see Table 2 and [17] ). All cloud service providers try to stimulate cloud customers to use these non-commodity convenience services in order to bind them to their infrastructure. So, the following strategies of top-down standardization, open source bottom-up solutions and formalized deployment approaches can be identified to overcome this kind of vendor lock-in. For a more detailed discussion we refer to [18] .
Industrial Top-Down Standardization Approaches. We cover only the following few approved service interoperability standards [19] . For a more complete survey on cloud computing standards we refer to [1] .
Cloud Infrastructure Management Interface (CIMI) specification [2] describes the model and protocol for management interactions between a cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) provider and the consumers. The basic resources of IaaS (machines, storage, and networks) are modeled with the goal of providing consumer management access to an implementation of IaaS and facilitating portability between cloud implementations that support the specification. CIMI is accompanied by the Open Virtualization Format (OVF). OVF describes an "open, secure, portable, efficient and extensible format for the packaging and distribution of software to be run in virtual machines" [20] .
The Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) [3] , [4] is a RESTful Protocol and API. OCCI was originally initiated to create a remote management API for IaaS services, allowing for the development of interoperable tools for common tasks including deployment, autonomic scaling and monitoring. It has since evolved into a flexible API with a focus on interoperability and offering a high degree of extensibility.
The Cloud Data Management Interface (CDMI) [21] is used to create, retrieve, update, and delete objects in a cloud via a RESTful API. The CDMI reference model focuses Storage as as Service and covers block storage, file system storage, object storage, table-based storage and storage for large scale queueing systems. Due to its storage focus it is more limited than CIMI and OCCI.
There are further accompanying drafts, interoperability standards, guides and working groups like [22] , [23] having less concrete working results than the already mentioned standards. So, we did not list them in Section 6 ( Table 2) for our evaluation. Open-Source Bottom Up Approaches. Open source bottom up approaches try to harmonize the API of cloud providers with an own abstraction (e.g., Deltacloud, fog.io, jClouds, Apache Libcloud, see [24] ). They try to do the same like the industrial standardization approach but apply a bottom up strategy. These kind of libraries provide (limited) access to 15 -30 cloud service providers and support: Cloud Servers and Block Storage, Object Storage and CDN, Load Balancing and DNS as a Service, Container Services. In fact, that is very similar compared to the coverage of industrial standards. Formalized Deployment Approaches. Several research approaches tried not to focus the cloud infrastructure as object of standardization but to standardize the deployment of complex systems. This is often done by defining descriptive (often XML-based) deployment languages [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] . However, these kind of languages are often limited to static (non elastic) deployments. To handle elasticity these approaches need something like a runtime environment responsible for auto-scaling and load balancing. All of these research directions were valuable and contributed to standardization approaches like TOSCA [29] . More recent research approaches are SALSA focusing dynamic configuration of cloud services [30] , SPEEDL focusing an eventbased language to define the scaling behavior of cloud applications [31] or SYBL as an extensible language for controlling elasticity in cloud applications [32] . Summary. The release cycles of new cloud services over the last 10 years show that standardization processes are far slower than cloud service development and deployment processes of major public cloud providers. This phenomenon is not new in information technology and often fosters establishing so called de facto standards like MS-DOS and IBM PCs in the 1980's, Windows/MS-Office or PDF in the 1990's, Java Virtual Machine in the 1995's, Android and iOS in 2010's, just to name a few.
All reviewed cloud standards and open-source bottom up approaches concentrate on a very small but basic subset of popular cloud services: compute nodes, storage (file, block, object), networking, logging and (static) system deployments. Also deployment approaches are defined against this infrastructure level of abstraction. These kind of services are often subsumed as IaaS and build the foundation of cloud services and therefore cloud-native applications. All other service categories might foster vendor lock-in situations if they are not standardized and can not be provided in a form to be deployed on any "portable cloud runtime environment". This all might sound disillusioning. But in consequence, the basic idea of a cloud-native application stack used for enterprise architectures should be to use only this small subset of well standardized IaaS services as founding building blocks (see Section 5).
The cloud-native application stack
The Open Systems Interconnection model (OSI model) is a well accepted conceptual model that characterizes and standardizes the communication functions of a communication system without regard to their internal structure and technology [33] . Its goal is the interoperability of diverse communication systems with standard protocols. The model partitions a communication system into abstraction layers. Although the OSI model can not be applied directly to cloud service interoperability, the underlying principles of the layered architecture can be applied to a cloud stack as well:
1) Create so many layers as necessary but not more. 2) Create a boundary at a point where the description of services can be small and interactions across boundaries are minimized. 3) Create separate layers to handle functions that are different in the process performed or the technology involved. 4) Collect similar functions into the same layer. 5) Create layers of localized functions. A layer must be totally redesignable to take advantage of new advances in architectural, hardware or software technology without changing services expected from and provided to the adjacent layers. 6) Allow changes of functions or protocols to be made within a layer without affecting other layers. 7) Create for each layer, boundaries with its upper and lower layer only.
The same principles were successful in the past to structure a vast amount of fast evolving network technologies, tools and standards. Why should this not be working for the cloud computing domain which is characterized by a vast amount of fast evolving cloud technologies, tools and standards? Our reference model is intentionally designed to be enterprise architecture framework agnostic. Due to the great amount of EA frameworks, it should be composable with existing approaches like TOGAF, FEA, NAF, etc. [34] . However, we will show exemplary (if appropriate) how our approach relates to EA frameworks like TOGAF for instance.
To have multiple view points on the same object was made popular by the Zachman Framework [35] and has been adapted successfully by other architecture frameworks and methodolgies. Obviously the same is true for cloud computing. We can look from a service model point of view (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS), a deployment point of view (private, public, hybrid, community cloud) on cloud computing as it is done by [36] . Or we can look from an actor point of view (provider, consumer, auditor, broker, carrier) or a functional point of view (service deployment, service orchestration, service management, security, privacy) as it is done by [37] . Points of view are particular useful to split problems into concise parts. However, the above mentioned view points are useful from service provider point of view but not from cloud-native application engineering point of view. From an engineering point of view it would be more useful to have views on technology levels involved and applied in cloud-native application engineering as it is often done by practitioner models. However, these practitioner models have been only documented in some blog posts 2 and do not expand into any academic papers as far as the authors know. Therefore, we propose the following four basic view points for ClouNS (see Table 1 and Figure 2 ) which can be aligned to TOGAF concepts like business, information systems, and technology architecture:
(1) Node centric view point (aka IaaS). This is a view point being familiar for engineers who are developing classical client server architectures. The server parts are often deployed onto a single compute node (a server). This is how IaaS is understood most of the times. IaaS deals with deployment of isolated compute nodes for a cloud consumer. It is up to the cloud consumer what it is done with these isolated nodes (even if there are provisioned hundreds of them). EA frameworks like TOGAF covering this view point often with a technology architecture.
(2) Cluster centric view point (aka CaaS). This is a view point being familiar for engineers who are dealing with horizontal scalability across nodes. Clusters are a concept to handle many nodes as one logical compute node (a cluster). Such kind of technologies are often the technological backbone for PaaS solutions and portable cloud runtime environments because they are hiding complexity (of hundreds or thousands of single nodes) in an appropriate way. We call these platforms portable because they can be deployed on any IaaS infrastructure. Recently the term CaaS (Container as a Service) is more and more used to describe such solutions if they are using container technologies under the hood. Furthermore, we have to consider scalable cluster storage solutions necessary for stateful services like Database as a Service approaches. According to TOGAF this view point is reflected mainly in the technology architecture as well. Additionally, CaaS realizes the foundation to define services and applications without reference to particular cloud services or cloud infrastructures and therefore provides the basis to avoid vendor lock-in. However, all necessary and complex orchestration of these single nodes is delegated to a cluster (cloud runtime environment) providing a platform as a service (PaaS). According to TOGAF this layer is covered mainly in the information systems architecture. Due to the fact that microservices are aligned to business capabilities, this fits very well with the TOGAF intent, that an application architecture should mainly identify "logical groups of capabilities that manage data and support business functions". (4) Application centric view point (aka SaaS). This is a view point being familiar for end-users of cloud services (or cloud-native applications). These cloud services are composed of smaller cloud services being operated on clusters formed of single compute and storage nodes. The cloud provision model SaaS falls into this category. However, most of the times -and on this level -cloud users are not interested in underlying technological details and layers, they are thinking in business processes, business services, and business functions. Therefore, this layer is covered mainly in the TOGAF information systems (application) architecture. Due to the fact, that it is most of the times business use-case oriented it has much clearer relationships to business goals, functions, services, and processes identified in a TOGAF business architecture.
Node-centric view point aka IaaS
A node centric view on cloud computing comprises several layers to handle the physical infrastructure, the virtual infrastructure (main outcome of IaaS services), the operating systems layer provided inside virtual machines (VMs) and the currently popular container layer providing selfcontained deployment units (so called containers). Although currently it can be considered good practice to operate containers on VMs, ongoing developments to increase security and encapsulation of containers make it probable that the virtualization layer will loose importance in the future as containers will directly run on the OS atop the physical hardware (like Google is said to do already). Layer 1: Physical Host. This layer is the cloud computing analogy for the physical media of the OSI model. Due to the fact that this is normally hidden and only of direct access to a cloud provider, we will not cover this layer in detail. [39] for more), but machines on Layer 3 can be used as all purpose nodes. However, there is a trend to use container technologies to simplify deploying and minimize incompatibilities of different applications running on the same host. Container solutions, notably Docker [39] , provide a self-contained standard runtime, image format, and build system for operating system containers deployable to any Layer 3 machine. The open container initiative (OCI, [40] ) is an open governance structure with the purpose of creating open industry standards around container formats and runtime environments focusing this layer.
Cluster view point aka CaaS
Layer 4: Cluster. A cluster centric view on cloud computing comprises several sublayers to integrate multiple Layer 3 container hosts into one single and higher level logical container cluster (Container as a Service, CaaS [41] ). These technologies are used as self-service agile infrastructure platforms [7] and they provide a portable cloud runtime environment for cloud-native applications. These platforms are complex, so we have to distinguish different components of such a container cluster. 
container hosts) into one logical cluster (1st benefit).
This integration can be done within an IaaS solution (for example only within AWS) and is mainly done for complexity management reasons. However, it is possible to deploy such cluster schedulers across public and private cloud infrastructures (for example deploying some Layer 3 container hosts of the cluster to AWS, some to GCE and some to an on-premise OpenStack infrastructure). Even if the container cluster is deployed across different cloud service providers (2nd benefit) it can be accessed as logical single cluster, which is of course a great benefit from a vendor lock-in avoiding (3rd benefit) point of view. Our own research deals with aspects on this layer [44] .
(2) Overlay Network. Even if only a single cloud service provider is involved, you need an easy way to communicate between containers on different hosts. That is why overlay networks like Weave [45] , Calico [46] or flannel gained substantial interest. Weave and Calico can be integrated easily into Docker Swarm (replacing the default libnetwork overlay solution). Flannel [47] is well integrated with the CoreOS/fleet cluster scheduler. Industrial standardization is quite rare on this layer. The authors are not aware of any cloud-specific applicable standard (except general networking standards).
(3) Orchestrator. While cluster schedulers focus on the infrastructure unification, container orchestrators focus the payload which is being deployed to the cluster. Kubernetes [43] is a good example that container orchestrators can use basic deployment capabilities of cluster schedulers to deploy applications in a distributed and containerized form. There are several approaches how to operate Kubernetes on top of CoreOS/fleet, on top of Docker Swarm or on Mesos. Docker itself calls this Swarm Frontends and provides solutions to deploy Kubernetes and Mesos/Marathon on top of Docker Swarm.
Additionally, container orchestrators provide deployment unit-centric orchestrating. Deployment units can be single containers or pods, which is a container with all tightly coupled containers like associated storage containers in case of Kubernetes. The orchestrator's benefit is, that it provides additional concepts to pure deploying of containers, like high availability and elasticity features (see Figure 2 and [48] for more details on tools involved). These features build the foundation to run elastic and distributed services on top of such clusters (or better portable cloud runtime environments).
(4) Clustered Storage. Most of the storage clusters are not part of the container cluster but container clusters are connected to scalable storage clusters in order to handle stateful services. File storage could be realized as a service on Layer 5. However, that might have some disadvantages. Storage cluster solutions like Ceph, Gluster or Torus need very tight integration with the operating system (Layer 3). So, normally they do not provide their components in a containerized form. Furthermore, Layer 4 orchestrator's already need mountable file systems on Layer 4 to provide concepts like transferable volumes for containers. It would violate layer design principles if a Layer 4 orchestrator would use a Layer 5 service. It is more than likely that this would end in a "bootstraping paradox". Both aspects led to the decision to handle clustered storage as specialized storage clusters on Layer 4. Typically the provided storage is mountable by container hosts via POSIX standards like NFS or alike. This approach makes it easy to integrate the reference model with EA frameworks like TOGAF. TOGAF defines a data architecture. The clustered storage component is the realizing technological component for such a TOGAF data architecture.
Service/application view point aka (P/S)aaS
A service centric view on cloud computing focuses nonlocalizable services. A service can be composed of a multitude of single deployment units (containers/pods) which are deployed against and operated by a Layer 4 cluster. To get the maximum benefit regarding safety and scalability, these deployment units should be following cloudfocused software design patterns (e.g. 12-factor app or circuit breaker pattern). However, the cluster is responsible to scale and balance all service related deployment units to optimize service level quality. The presented model does not make any assumptions about what kind of services are operated. Most of the non-standardized services identified in Table 2 are services on this Layer 5. Layer 5 services are optimized for API-based collaboration (service to service communication). Layer 6 applications focusing the end user and are composed of Layer 5 services. Layer 5: Services. In principal, arbitrary kind of services can be operated. However, some main categories of services and their accompanying frameworks can be categorized.
(1) Functional Services provide special functional capabilities as a service with API-based collaboration access. There exist plenty of analytical (e.g. Hadoop/MapReduce), prognostic (e.g. machine learning frameworks like Tensor-Flow), messaging (e.g. RabbitMQ) and a lot of further frameworks. Everything as a Service (or XaaS) is an often heard term fitting very well with Layer 5. There exist single standards like AMQP for messaging on this layer. However, regarding all currently existing and provided public cloud services we have to conclude that standardization on this level seems very incomplete (see Table 2 ).
(2) All Purpose Services (like SpringCloud) are used to simplify application and service development by providing proven cloud-focused development and scalable interaction patterns. Most of the functional or all purposes services on Layer 5 are not standardized at all (see Table 2 ).
(3) Storage Services often provide a REST-based API to store data. So, they build a perfect fit for API-based collaboration. Example frameworks are Swift (OpenStack), S3 (AWS), RADOS (Ceph). These kind of services are often covered by the CDMI standard. And of course, these services are aligned to data architectures requested by EA frameworks like TOGAF.
Layer 6:
Application. An application centric view on cloud computing focuses the end user. Every Layer 5 service could be a Layer 6 application as well, if the service is accessible via a human machine interface (often this is realized via a web interface or a specialized mobile application). It is often the case, that Layer 5 services provide a Layer 6 human machine interface as well (at least for some administration purposes). Layer 6 applications are composed of Layer 5 services. Typical Layer 6 application examples are Google-Docs, AWS WorkSpaces, or every other SaaS representative. Table 2 shows the service portfolio of four major public cloud service providers and their relationship to current cloud standards. According to that, existing cloud standards cover only specific cloud service categories and do not show an integrated point of view. Instead of that, the proposed reference model covers almost all of these identified cloud services. Additionally, we discussed the suitability to describe a concrete cloud application in a structured way and checked conformance to the requirements for layered architectures and with our made experience derived from our action research activities.
Evaluating the reference model
The Social Collaboration Hub is a SaaS offering that provides a complete intranet solution [49] based on wellknown open source products like Liferay and Open Xchange (OX). On the physical layer (Layer 1) it builds on cheap commodity server with two CPUs / 32 cores, 128 GB RAM, 2 SSDs and 5x 1 TB hard disks each. They are connected with 10 GB ethernet. On the virtualization layer (Layer 2), OpenStack with KVM is used. Ceph builds the storage cluster and provides block storage to OpenStack Cinder using all hard disks and the SSDs as a cache. OpenStack Neutron provides an SDN to connect the VMs (Layer 2). Ubuntu 14.04 core LTS is used as operating system for the VMs (Layer 3) with an installed Docker runtime environment (Layer 3 Container Host). VMs are dedicated to customers and not shared across them for better isolation and accountability. An Apache Mesos cluster is providing an abstraction across all VMs (Layer 4 Scheduler). Labels are used to assign Docker containers to the right VMs. Marathon is used as an orchestrator and own extensions provide auto-scaling (Layer 4 Orchestrator). Docker images are pulled from a private registry. Stateful containers write to a data partition mounted via Ceph volume plug-in, so that storage can be easily migrated between hosts together with the container (Layer 4 storage). Weave is used as an overlay network to enable communication between containers across multiple host VMs (Layer 4 Overlay Network). On Layer 5, a multitude of services is run. All data about user accounts is stored in an OpenLDAP directory, other data is stored in a Percona XtraDB cluster, which is based on MySQL and Galera cluster technology. Messaging is provided by Postfix and Dovecot for emails and an extension of Apache Shindig for social communication. Shindig runs its own Neo4j database in embedded mode, which is in line with the microservice architecture that proposes freedom of choice for data stores. All these service provide only an API, but no user interface on their own. Real microservices with included GUI comprise CAS for single sign-on, elasticsearch for enterprise search, camunda for workflows and business process management as well as Nuxeo for document storage. The application itself is built on top of Liferay for social collaboration and OX for groupware functionality (Layer 6). Nuxeo and Liferay have own storage drivers for storing data in Amazon S3 compatible object stores, which are provided by Ceph. From a categorization perspective, Liferay and OX as well as the microservices do both have parts that belong to Layer 6 (GUI) and other parts that belong to Layer 5 (API).
Conformance with layered architectures and enterprise architecture methodologies. Due to page limitations we can only provide some aspects of how we followed layered design principles. We started by a much more detailed layered architecture of 9 layers and reduced them to six layers in this proposal (Req 1). We reduced layers by shifting boundaries to reduce interactions between layers (Req 2). This layer reduction has been done intensively on Layer 4 but also on Layer 3. The reference model has layers for separate functions and technologies (Req. 3, 4) . We cover IaaS, CaaS, PaaS and SaaS viewpoints for instance. Each layer has boundaries with its upper and lower layer only (Req. 5, 6 and 7). So concrete instances of a layer can be replaced (e.g. Kubernetes could replace Mesos/Marathon as a Layer 4 solution). Finally, we cross checked and adapted these layers to be in accordance with EA frameworks like TOGAF.
Conclusion and outlook
We use the presented ClouNS reference model quite successfully in our ongoing research to guide our technology identification, classification, adoption, research and development processes. Its main contribution for an enterprise architecture context is its guidance. For vendor lock-in aware enterprise architectures we advocate to operate cloud-native applications on something that can be called a portable cloud runtime environment (Layer 4 according to our proposed reference model) to avoid vendor lock-in vulnerabilities coming along with higher cloud service layers. From the authors' point of view, the importance of these platforms for cloud computing is comparable to the positive impact of the Java Virtual Machine specification on platform-independent application development in the 1995's.
Of course the reference model can be detailed in some aspects. Especially Layer 5 services could be categorized more precisely to provide more guidance for enterprise architecture methodologies. This could be done by applying cloud service taxonomy systems [50] . For each layer and service category more detailed feature requirements and standardized data transferability requirements were desirable. This could be done by integrating requirement analysis outcomes presented for instance in [48] . And finally, more detailed upward and downward standardization requirements for each layer were helpful to support vendor lock-in avoidance more systematically in enterprise architecture modeling [1] . All this is up for ongoing research. However, the ClouNs reference model in its current state can already help to make technologies, research approaches and standardization for cloud-native application development and enterprise architecture modeling more comparable, more codifyable and finally more integrated.
